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INTRODUCTION
HR has evolved dramatically over the last 70 years as the management of people has shifted from seeing
people as a tangible asset (like property, plants, and equipment) to an intangible asset (like intellectual
property, reputation, and goodwill) to a strategic resource that helps your organization win in the marketplace
through individual competence (talent, workforce), organization capability (culture, workplace), and leadership
(beyond individual leaders). At the RBL Group, we have been privileged to join many other thoughtful people in
the last 25 years of this HR journey (see some of the key ideas and books in Figure 1):
Figure 1: Evolution of HR 1995 through 2020.
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HR Value
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HR Transformation

HR Design

Does HR create sustainable
organization capabilities?

Does HR deliver value to
customer and investor?

Does our HR department
deliver value?

Does our HR department
change to meet needs?

Do we have the right
HR organization?

Many committed colleagues continue to provide valuable insights on HR’s continued evolution. Some focus on
HR redesign and how to find ways to coordinate the work of HR specialists and generalists; others highlight
technology and how digital information changes HR decision making; others emphasize HR analytics and how
to track HR activities and outcomes; yet others spotlight innovations in HR practices; and so forth. Each of these
ingredients are parts of HR’s overall evolution.
As an analogue, we believe that the individual ingredients (flour, sugar, eggs, chocolate chips, etc.) that combine
to make cookies are of less interest than the end result of the tasty cookie itself. For assessing HR’s trends, this
means spending less time on the individual HR ingredients (HR design, analytics, technology, or practices) and
more time on creating an overall logic for HR that creates sustainable value.
To define current and future views of HR trends, this playbook will provide emerging insights on: [1] HR value
creation; [2] HR Outside In by moving from contextual trends to HR actions; [3] Alexion as a case study of
emerging HR trends; and [4] HR trends summarized in 9 dimensions by four maturity levels. By learning the
trends in HR principles and engaging in emerging practices in HR, HR professionals can recognize, assess, and
create next generation HR.
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1.0 HR VALUE CREATION
HR value creation has three elements: [1] an assumption about what value HR delivers, [2] clarity about who
receives value from HR, and [3] how HR value is created.

1.1 Assumption of what value HR delivers
Recently, a group of thoughtful senior HR folks were discussing what HR could offer employees to increase the
employees’ well-being at work. They discussed both personal experience and research-based answers: visions
and purposes that create personal meaning and belief, opportunities to learn and grow to become better,
positive relationships that create a sense of belonging, and so forth.
Likewise, in dozens of webinars, we have asked thousands of HR professionals the question:
What is the most important thing that business or HR leaders can give an employee?
a. Believe: meaning, purpose, values
b. Become: learning, growth mindset, personal development
c. Belong: relationship, community
d. All of the above
e. None of the above
Across thousands of respondents, 70 to 75% answer “D” (All of the above) and 20% are distributed across A, B,
and C; and fewer than 5% answer “E” (None of the above).
Our response is “E” (None of the above)!
We believe that the most important thing HR (or business leaders) can give an employee is an organization that
succeeds in the marketplace. Without success in the marketplace, there is no workplace and believing, becoming,
and belonging become moot.
Some have suggested a focus on creating value in the marketplace discounts the importance of people. We
disagree because we have seen that a positive employee experience can be a lead indicator of customer
experience. The US Business Roundtable proposed in November 2019 “profits and purpose.” We would slightly
tweak their logic to “profits through purpose” and “profits through people.” There is a tight connection
between what goes on inside an organization and how it affects the marketplace. One leader said, “When I treat
my employees like my best customers and my customers like my best employees, both succeed.”

1.2 Clarity about who receives value from HR
A corollary exercise to the question about the best thing HR can give an employee is to ask HR professionals:
Who are your (HR) customers? Most often, we get responses like our employees, business leaders, and/or the
organization itself. We believe that this answer is correct, but incomplete. Employees, business leaders, or the
organization are all inside the organization (below the line in Figure 2). We believe HR’s “customers” are also above
the line to include customers who buy products or services, investors who fund the organization, communities that
might include government agencies or society in general, and/or other partners. When HR serves stakeholders
both below and above the line, they deliver value that turns the workplace into a successful marketplace.
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Figure 2: Internal and External Stakeholders for HR
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1.3 How HR value is created
Once stakeholders are identified, HR professionals can recognize what they uniquely deliver to create value.
Using a simple metaphor, each function delivers value: finance offers expertise about money, cash flow, and
profits; marketing provides information about market trends, customers, and competitors; operations informs
supply chain, manufacturing, and technology. So, what does HR bring to create value? Often, when we ask HR
professionals this question, their responses relate to talent (workforce, competencies, employee productivity
or experience). In our research — reported in the book Victory Through Organization — we found that the
organization (workplace, capabilities, culture) had four times the impact on business results than individual
talent. We also found that quality of leadership shapes both talent and organization.
In brief, we believe that HR’s primary value creation assumption is to help create an organization that succeeds
in the marketplace by serving all stakeholders both inside and outside and by delivering talent, leadership, and
organization. This HR value logic implies that HR is not about HR, but primarily about helping an organization
succeed in its marketplace.
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2.0 HR OUTSIDE IN BY MOVING FROM CONTEXTUAL TRENDS TO HR ACTIONS
At the RBL Group and the University of Michigan, we have captured the HR evolution of value creation in four
waves that show a maturation of HR work (see Figure 3). HR has moved from phase 1 (administrative utility)
where HR focuses on costs and efficiency to phase 2 (functional excellence) where HR offers innovative HR
practices to phase 3 (strategic HR) where HR helps deliver business strategy to phase 4 (outside in) where HR
creates market value as discussed above.
In our executive programs at the University of Michigan and consulting through the RBL Group, we often start
with what participants want to learn and accomplish through our engagement. The answers are often desirable
works like improve succession, build a culture, upgrade talent, design a total rewards system, etc. When we put
the two words “so that…” behind these answers, we move through the four waves, ultimately defining value from
the outside in (wave 4) and how improvements in HR work results in customer, investor, and community value.
These waves also help us focus dialogue on emerging and future HR issues, not recycling or repeating previous
work. For example, in the culture space we want to move beyond describing a culture to predicting the “right”
culture as defined by customers and investors or to move HR analytics from scorecards and dashboards that map
the present to guidance that will create the future as determined by customers and investors outside the company.
Figure 3: Waves of HR Evolution
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To deliver wave 4 (an outside-in perspective), HR improvements start by understanding the context of business.
We believe that the “content” of HR is the “king” but the “context” is the kingdom in which the king lives and
works. Context includes general business trends around social, technical, economic, political, environmental,
and demographic factors that shape business. Context also includes customers, investors, communities and
other external stakeholders in Figure 2. This outside in context then shapes a business strategy or investment
for growth. HR affects growth through investments in talent, leadership, and organization. HR practices around
people, performance, information, and work can then be made and linked to HR outcomes, business strategy,
key stakeholders, and business context.
Playbook: Emerging Trends in HR
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3.0 ALEXION CASE STUDY
Many companies have adapted the above ideas to help their business succeed through HR investments. Alexion
has been a long-term partner with the RBL Group to reinvent HR for future success. Anne-Marie Law, Executive
Vice President, Chief Patient and Employee Experience Officer shared Alexion’s experiences with our RBL
Institute members.
Alexion’s unwavering mission, or guiding star, is to serve patients and their families. To do so, Alexion acts with
integrity, urgency, and discipline because lives are at stake. A new leadership team was in place in 2017 who
worked on a number of initiatives over the next three years to accomplish this vision (see Figure 4).
• In 2018, they worked to create world class capabilities that created an exceptional employee experience
and the most rewarding company to work for. They also used these distinctive capabilities in innovation,
leadership, and patient centricity to offer Solutions To Achieve Results (STAR) for competitive advantage.
• In 2019, they connected employee and patient experience to drive patient results. This work included
investments in digital information to deliver both employee experience and patient care.
• In 2020, they worked to optimize the human experience through patient, employee, and technology
experience to provide world class innovation capabilities.
As a result of this work, Alexion is better able to fulfill their mission, serve patients, engage employees, and
deliver value to shareholders.
Figure 4: 2018, 2019, 2020 Alexion’s HR Agenda
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4.0 HR EFFECTIVENESS: 9 DIMENSIONS * 4 LEVELS
In our earlier work on HR department effectiveness, we focused on the governance or structure or roles of HR
(domain #4 below). In the last 20 years, we have expanded our definitions of HR effectiveness into nine HR
domains, each of which has been and should be studied extensively. The nine domains are identified by the
rows on Figure 5.
Figure 5: Nine Domains of HR Work

HR DOMAINS

QUESTION

1: HR Reputation

What is the HR department known for by stakeholders?

2: HR Customers

Who are HR’s customers?

3: HR Purpose

What is our HR mission? Why do we exist?

4: HR Design

How is the HR department organized?

5: Organization Capability

How does HR facilitate the right organization for the business?

6: HR Analytics

How can HR access information to make better decisions?

7: HR Practices

How do we create and deploy HR practices?

8: HR Professionals

What do HR professionals need to be, know, and do to be effective?

9: HR Relationships

How does HR go about doing its work?

These nine domains for HR may be assessed by the four stages of HR maturation (see Figure 3): foundation/
administrative, functional, strategic, outside in. Each of the nine domains may be arrayed along the four stages
of HR maturity as shown in Figure 6.
Figure 6: HR Effectiveness based on Nine Domains of Activity by Four Stages of HR Department MaturityFigure

STAGES OF HR DEPARTMENT MATURITY
DOMAINS

1: HR Reputation
What is HR known for?

FOUNDATION/
ADMINISTRATIVE
HR has a reputation for
excellence in compliance
and administration
HR Compliance

FUNCTIONAL
HR has a reputation
for effective HR
practices related to
people, performance,
information, and work.

STRATEGIC
HR has a reputation for
linking HR work to the
business strategy
Strategic HR

HR Functional Excellence

2: HR Customers
Who are HR’s
customers?
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HR’s customers are
primarily employees

HR’s customers are
primarily line managers

We are employee
champions

We are advisers to
managers

OUTSIDE-IN
HR has a reputation
for anticipating general
business trends and meeting
requirements of external
stakeholders (customers,
investors, communities)
HR Outside In

HR’s customers are
primarily business
leaders responsible for
strategy

HR’s customers include
external stakeholders
(customers, investors,
communities)

We are strategists

We are business proponents
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STAGES OF HR DEPARTMENT MATURITY
DOMAINS

3: HR Purpose
What is our HR mission?
Why do we exist?

4: HR Design
How is the HR
department organized?

5: Organization
Capability
How does HR facilitate
the right organization
for the business?

6: HR Analytics
How can HR access
information to make
better decisions?

7: HR Practices
How do we create and
deploy HR practices?

8: HR Professionals
What do HR
professionals need to
be, know, and do to be
effective?
9: HR Relationships
How does HR go about
doing its work?

FOUNDATION/
ADMINISTRATIVE
HR’s purpose is to deliver
essential services related
to compliance and
administrative processes
We exist to do the basics
well

HR is organized around
cost efficiency and
standardized delivery of
products and services
HR is an efficient
organization
HR clarifies
organizational
roles, rules, and
responsibilities within a
hierarchy
HR delivers organization
role clarity

HR focuses on
basic reporting and
benchmarking metrics

FUNCTIONAL

STRATEGIC

OUTSIDE-IN

HR’s purpose is to design
and deliver innovative
HR practices

HR’s purpose is to
bundle HR practices to
enable business success

We exist to design and
deliver innovative HR
practices

We exist to partner with
business leaders to help
make strategy happen

HR’s purpose is to co-create
the talent, leadership, and
culture that increases value
for external stakeholders
(customers, investors,
communities)

HR is organized
around expertise in
HR functional areas
(e.g., staffing, training,
rewards, etc.)

HR is organized to
implement the business
strategy with generalists
and specialist roles

HR is organized to
meet needs of external
stakeholders (customers,
investors, communities)

HR organizes to match
business organization

HR organizes to build market
value

HR helps create the
right organizational
capabilities

HR helps identify and
embed the required
ecosystem capabilities that
deliver value for external
stakeholders (customers,
investors, communities)

HR offers specialized
solutions

HR aligns organizational
systems
HR delivers organization
systems

HR delivers organizational
capabilities

HR focuses on metrics to
gain predictive insights
about people and
organization

HR focuses on analytics
to determine which
interventions help
deliver strategy

HR Predictive Analytics

HR Strategic Interventions

HR practices utilize the
latest research and
industry practices

HR practices are
designed to accomplish
the business strategy

HR delivers leading edge
practices

HR delivers practices to
enable strategy

HR professionals
are experts in their
respective disciplines

HR professionals
understand and delivery
the business strategy

Trusted experts

Credible partners

HR works in functional
silos to improve
processes

HR works as an
integrated team of
experts

HR collaborates with
business leaders

HR individual contributors

HR team players

HR Scorecards or
Dashboards

HR practices are
designed for efficiency
HR delivers essential work

HR professionals are
administrators
Trusted operators

HR as members of
business teams

We exist to add business
value that impacts external
stakeholders

HR delivers the ecosystem for
external stakeholders
HR focuses on analytics that
guide which investments
increase value for external
stakeholders (customers,
investors, communities)
HR Guidance for Stakeholder
Value
HR practices are designed
based on expectations
of external stakeholders
(customers, investors,
communities)
HR delivers HR solutions that
benefit external stakeholders
HR professionals
understand and promote
the expectations of external
stakeholders (customers,
investors, communities)
Engaged business partners
HR builds relationships
with external stakeholders
(customers, investors,
communities)
HR as stakeholder partners

6 offers a thorough assessment tool for overall HR effectiveness. Each of the nine domains may be assessed by
the stage of HR maturation. This assessment generally finds that some HR departments excel in some of the
dimensions more than others. We can also explore ideas and tools for each of the nine domains.
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4.1 HR Reputation: What is HR known for?
STAGES OF HR DEPARTMENT MATURITY
DOMAINS

1: HR Reputation
What is HR known for?

FOUNDATION/
ADMINISTRATIVE
HR has a reputation for
excellence in compliance
and administration
HR Compliance

FUNCTIONAL
HR has a reputation
for effective HR
practices related to
people, performance,
information, and work.
HR Functional Excellence

STRATEGIC
HR has a reputation for
linking HR work to the
business strategy
Strategic HR

OUTSIDE-IN
HR has a reputation
for anticipating general
business trends and meeting
requirements of external
stakeholders (customers,
investors, communities)
HR Outside In

HR reputation is about the perception, identity, or brand of the HR department. Over time, the identity or
brand of the HR department has evolved from compliance to functional excellence to strategic HR to outside
in. The reputation goal is to have a common identity or brand among internal and external stakeholders. This
reputation may be shared by those within the HR department, by business leaders inside the organization, by
employees throughout the organization, and by external customers, investors, and communities outside the
organization.
To determine current and desired reputation, we suggest a reputation unity exercise. Ask the members of the
senior HR team (or other HR professionals) to answer the question: What are the top 3 things we would like our
HR group to be known for by those who use its services? Calculate a unity score by seeing the percent of total
answers in the top three categories. For example, if there are 10 senior HR leaders, you will get 30 answers.
Cluster these answers into common groups. If the three largest groups contain 20 of the answers (e.g., 7+7+6
= 20), the group has a 67% (20/30) unity score on its reputation. Our rule of thumb is that a unity score of 75%
or higher represents a strong consensus about the desired identity or reputation. We have done this exercise
hundreds of times and relatively few HR departments (or other functional areas or businesses) pass the 75%
rule the first time they do the exercise.
Next, go to key stakeholders (e.g., business leaders, employees inside the organization or even customers
or investor outside) and ask the same question. There are two findings with this question: [1] Calculate the
reputation unity score of those who use your HR services (calculated by the same percent of total answers in
the top three categories). This score indicates the extent to which your desired HR brand is shared by those
who use your services.
[2] Compare the three priorities from the internal HR team score with the three priorities from the key
stakeholder groups. This comparison reflects the to extent to which your HR department’s internal identity is
consistent with the expectations of your key stakeholders. Ideally, there should be about 80% overlap among
internal and external reputation scores. For example, an HR senior team may want to be known for innovative
ideas, delivering strategy, and creating organization capabilities (mostly in the strategic level of HR maturity),
but the business leaders may want HR to be known for administrative costs, creating and delivering training
programs, and managing compensation (mostly in the foundational and functional excellence levels of HR
maturity). This mismatch could lead to a thoughtful discussion about HR’s current and desired reputation.
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4.2 HR Customers: Who are HR customers?
STAGES OF HR DEPARTMENT MATURITY
FOUNDATION/
ADMINISTRATIVE

DOMAINS
2: HR Customers
Who are HR’s
customers?

FUNCTIONAL

HR’s customers are
primarily employees

HR’s customers are
primarily line managers

We are employee
champions

We are advisers to
managers

STRATEGIC

OUTSIDE-IN

HR’s customers are
primarily business
leaders responsible for
strategy

HR’s customers include
external stakeholders
(customers, investors,
communities)

We are strategists

We are business proponents

Above (section 1.2) we discussed the concept of who are HR’s customers and proposed that HR’s customers
should evolve to include the customers and investors of the business, not just employees or line managers
inside the organization (see Figure 2). There is no question that HR’s customers include employees and line
managers (foundational and functional stages of HR maturity), but increasingly HR’s customers are also the
business leaders and external stakeholders. As business proponents, the mindset that HR is not about HR, but
about helping the business win in the marketplace focuses attention on the design and delivery of HR practices
that affect customers and investors.
Some diagnostic questions for HR professionals acting as business proponents and creating valued added
service for customers and investors include:
• Do I see my organization through the eyes of the customers, investors, suppliers, regulators and other external
stakeholders?
• Am I aware of general business conditions that affect my industry and organization?
• Do I spend time with external stakeholders?
• Do I align my HR work with expectations of external stakeholders?
An outside in perspective changes the questions related to traditional HR practices. For example, when creating
leadership (one of the three HR outcomes in section 1.3), HR can ensure that the leaders’ work connects to
customers (see the book Leadership Brand) and to investors (see the book Leadership Capital Index). By designing
and delivering each of the HR practice areas in Figure 7 to meet customer and investors expectations, HR
becomes a valued contributor to business success.

HR DOMAINS

EXAMPLES OF OUTSIDE IN

Staffing

Are we the employer of choice of employees our customers would choose?

Training / development

Do we involve customers/investors in designing, attending, and delivering training
and development?

Performance management

Do our standards for effective performance match customer or investor expectations?

Rewards

Do we involve our customers and/or investors in allocating rewards?

Communication

Do our communication tools link employees and customers or investors?

Leadership
Culture

Playbook: Emerging Trends in HR

Have we created a leadership brand where leaders actions are tied to customer or
investor expectations?
Does our culture have the right events, patterns, and identity?
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4.3 HR Purpose: What is our HR mission? Why do we exist?
STAGES OF HR DEPARTMENT MATURITY
FOUNDATION/
ADMINISTRATIVE

DOMAINS

3: HR Purpose
What is our HR mission?
Why do we exist?

HR’s purpose is to deliver
essential services related
to compliance and
administrative processes
We exist to do the basics
well

FUNCTIONAL

STRATEGIC

OUTSIDE-IN

HR’s purpose is to design
and deliver innovative
HR practices

HR’s purpose is to
bundle HR practices to
enable business success

We exist to design and
deliver innovative HR
practices

We exist to partner with
business leaders to help
make strategy happen

HR’s purpose is to co-create
the talent, leadership, and
culture that increases value
for external stakeholders
(customers, investors,
communities)
We exist to add business
value that impacts external
stakeholders

Because they are a distinct organization unit with a dedicated budget, most HR departments have some version
of a mission, vision, strategy, or purpose statement. These purpose statements clarify why the HR departments
exists, evolving from doing the basics to delivering innovative HR practices to making strategy happen to
creating customer and investor value.
We have participated in reviewing and crafting hundreds of these HR purpose statements that communicate
why the HR department exists. We have found that an effective and impactful HR purpose statement generally
answers three questions:
1. Who are we? This question highlights the reputation (see section 4.1) and identity of the HR department.
2. What do we deliver? This question focuses on a summary of the outcomes of the HR department often in four
areas: talent, organization, leadership, and HR services. We sometimes find HR purpose statements overweighted to “talent” related issues and not enough on “organization” issues.
3. Why do we exist? This question simply reminds HR professionals and others that HR exists to serve all stakeholders (see section 4.2).
By focusing on these three questions, the HR purpose can be articulated and shared relatively quickly. At times,
we have found HR leaders spending an inordinate amount of time working on their purpose statement.
Answering these three questions to craft an HR purpose statement should be discussed and validated with
line managers, the HR community, and others in the organization. It should align with the process of the HR
transformation. It should be discussed and referred to regularly in HR meetings and forums. It should be a
guide for hiring new people into HR, promoting people into senior positions within HR, and developing future
HR professionals.
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4.4 HR Design: How is the HR department organized?
STAGES OF HR DEPARTMENT MATURITY
DOMAINS

4: HR Design
How is the HR
department organized?

FOUNDATION/
ADMINISTRATIVE
HR is organized around
cost efficiency and
standardized delivery of
products and services
HR is an efficient
organization

FUNCTIONAL
HR is organized
around expertise in
HR functional areas
(e.g., staffing, training,
rewards, etc.)
HR offers specialized
solutions

STRATEGIC

OUTSIDE-IN

HR is organized to
implement the business
strategy with generalists
and specialist roles

HR is organized to
meet needs of external
stakeholders (customers,
investors, communities)

HR organizes to match
business organization

HR organizes to build market
value

There are frequent calls for HR to become more effective, sometimes called transformation, reinvention,
reimagination, redesigned, agility, renewal, revitalization, disruption, repurposing, and so forth. In most of these
HR effectiveness initiatives, a primary agenda is to redesign the HR department to determine how to organize
and govern HR work. As we have noted, the design or governance of HR work is only one of nine domains of
overall HR effectiveness (see Figure 6 for the 9 domains * 4 levels of HR maturity). However, the design of the
HR department does shape overall HR effectiveness. We have worked on dozens of HR transformation efforts
and offer 3 recommendations and a number of caveats for designing an effective HR department.
4.4.1 Identify and differentiate types of HR work into what is strategic vs. foundational/essential work.
Some HR work is more strategic in that it directly supports the key capabilities that help the organization
compete in its marketplace. The value of strategic work is that it helps the business meet the needs of
customers, investors, and communities outside the organization (stage 4 in the above grid). The criteria for this
HR design is that it is customized, flexible, and connected to market opportunities.
Other HR work is essential to do and foundational in that it has to be done to keep the business running but
may not directly drive competitive advantage. When not done well, it creates competitive disadvantage. For
example, administering payroll, benefits, recruiting, and training have to be done and done well, but they
are not likely to be differentiators for customers. The focus of foundational/essential work is to become
operationally efficient. The criteria for this work is that it is standardized, optimized, and shared.
Designing an HR department starts with defining and differentiating types of work. The strategic work often
requires the creativity and insights of HR professionals who discover new HR solutions to business problems.
In general, the essential, foundational, or repeatable HR work is done through shared services, or increasingly
through technology with machine learning, artificial intelligence, and robots.
An HR department is organized to deliver both types of work, essential work often through standardized
processes and technology-enabled HR and strategic work through dedicated HR professionals who have unique
insights about how to invest in talent, leadership, and organization choices to deliver value to all stakeholders.
4.4.2 Match the HR structure with the business structure.
Designing an HR department around types of work is part of the overall HR department design. In addition, an
HR department organization logic should match the logic of the business organization. Almost all organization
design choices can be arrayed into a “centralized versus decentralized” grid (see Figure 8). If the business tends
Playbook: Emerging Trends in HR
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to be centralized (top left of Figure 8), HR departments should also be centralized. For example, small or start
up companies generally have a single or centralized focus, so HR would be a single entity with business-wide HR
applications. Even larger firms (e.g., McDonalds) that tend to be centralized with a single focus would be more
likely to have enterprise-wide HR practices (for example, in recruiting, training, compensation) that are used
throughout the entire organization. About 20% of larger enterprises would fall into this category.
If the business tends to be decentralized or a holding company (bottom right of Figure 8), the HR department
should be decentralized into each of the separate business units. Holding companies have businesses that
operate independently and their HR practices would be aligned to each individual business. For example,
Berkshire Hathaway owns GEICO, Dairy Queen, Duracell, Fruit of the Loom and dozens of other independent
companies. Each company operates its own department adapting work to the unique needs of that business.
About 10% of larger companies would be considered holding companies.
If the business tends to be diversified/allied, matrix or a multi-divisional company (top right of Figure 8), HR
should follow suit. These companies want to manage both the efficiencies of centralization (often referred
to the backroom of shared corporate staff functions, operations, technology) and the effectiveness and
adaptation of decentralization (often referred to the frontroom of customer interface, including product or
service offerings, customer interface, and branding). In these cases, the HR department has a mix of specialists
with deep expertise and generalists with focused solutions on delivering business results and succeeding in
the marketplace. Finding ways to match specialist insights with generalist requirements is the focus of many of
these organizations. About 70% of large enterprises are engaged in this organization logic that can be described
as a professional services firm with centers of expertise (specialist services) and embedded HR insights linked to
outside in stakeholders (generalists). There are different ways to configure these HR departments as discussed
below.
Until the business structure is clear; it is hard to have the HR structure clear. When we are invited in as
advisors to create the structure of the HR department, we often start by getting clarity about the structure
of the business: where do the business executives want to position their organization on the centralize/
decentralization grid in Figure 8. Once the business logic is clear, the HR structure can more readily follow.
Figure 8: Centralized vs. Decentralized HR Organization

HR functional
organization
(single business)

HR solutions center /
process leader

HR decentralized
organization
(holding company)

HR outsourced

Low
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4.4.3 Clarify what HR work should be centralized vs. decentralized.
The HR organizations at the top right of Figure 8 manage trade-offs about what work should be centralized
and optimized for the entire enterprise and what work should be decentralized and optimized to respond to
business, customer, or country requirements. Figure 9 offers questions that helps clarify the type of work and
where it should be done.
Figure 9: 4 Key HR Design Questions

Strategic

Generic work

Differentiated work

2

4

This strategic work has to be done, but does

This strategic work differentiates the firm

not differentiate the firm in the marketplace

on talent, leadership, or organization

(e.g., workforce policies)

requirements unique for businesses or
countries (e.g., creating the right culture)

(tend to centralize)

(tend to decentralize)

Essential /
Foundational

TYPE OF WORK DONE?

WHAT TYPE OF WORK IS DONE?

1

3

This essential work tends to be standard

This work tends to be foundational but

for the industry (e.g., payroll, training

provides differentiated talent, leadership,

registration)

and organization)

(tend to centralize)

(tend to decentralize)

By determining the type of work in Figure 9, the HR department can be organized into roles that clarify
expectations. At a generic level, these roles may be organized with Centers of Expertise (specialists), embedded
HR (generalists), and HR essential or foundational work.
Figure 10: HR Organization Roles
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These basic building blocks of an HR department match the basic building blocks of any professional services
firm (ad agency, legal firm, accounting firm, or advisory service). While these basic roles have remained
somewhat the same, the specific skills and duties have evolved over time as the criteria for the HR department
matures to the outside in stage. The legacy and emerging roles to this logic are laid out in Figure 10.
1. Corporate HR: As business partners, corporate HR professionals define corporate- wide initiatives, represent the company to external stakeholders, meet the unique demands of senior (and visible) leaders, leverage cross unit synergy, manage careers in HR, and govern the overall HR function.
2. Embedded HR: As business partners, embedded HR professionals work as HR generalists within organization units (business, function, or geographic). They collaborate with line leaders to help shape the business
strategy, conduct organizational diagnoses to determine talent, leadership, and organization choices to succeed in the specific business context. They then design and deliver HR practices to accomplish strategy.
3. HR specialists: As business partners, HR specialists work in centers of expertise where they provide insights
on HR issues such as staffing, leadership development, rewards, communication, organization development,
benefits, and so forth. Drawing on their expertise, they advise business leaders and HR professionals on how
to create HR solutions that help drive success in each organization unit marketplace. Increasingly the centers
of expertise are a dynamic, agile, integrated pool of problem solvers who turn individual specialist expertise
into solutions for the business. They create unique solutions that can be agilely adapted to business requirements.
4. HR Operations/Service centers: As business partners, HR professionals working in service centers add
value by building or managing technology-based HR systems, processing benefit claims and payrolls and
answering employee queries. These individuals may work inside or outside the company. Some companies
have relabeled HR operations as Global Business Services, but the actions are still the same.
Figure 11 portrays another way to describe the HR organization.
Figure 11: HR organization with CEO and Business Units
Corporate: Enterprise-wide strategic initiatives that define the identity of the enterprise to customers,
investors, and communities.

COE Work: Comp
philosophy, total
rewards design, diversity
objectives, diversity
program design,
international benefit
design, talent strategy,
enterprise recognition
and rewards, change
management framework,
HR due diligence in M&A.

BU 1
• Strategy, Talent Plan, Engagement
• Exec Coaching, Change management
Organization Development Talent ID
BU 2
• Strategy, Talent Plan, Engagement
• Exec Coaching, Change management
Continuous Improvement
BU 3
• Strategy, Talent Plan, Engagement
• Exec Coaching, Change management
Diversity and Inclusion

HR Operations: Manage compensation cycle, maintain compensation IT system, deliver compensation training,
events management, data management, network management, benchmarking, disability case management, workers'
compensation reporting, ex-pat management system, candidate tracking, training delivery, vendor management
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4.4.4 HR design caveats
Some of this HR organization logic has been called the “Ulrich” model because it was popularized by our work
in HR Champions. At times, consultants claim to go beyond the “Ulrich” model by encouraging what the Ulrich
model proposed in the first place, which is an ability to have both technical specialists (centers of expertise) and
strategic generalists (embedded in business unit) who rapidly bring together their unique skills to deliver talent,
leadership, and organization solutions that create value for all stakeholders.
The caveats we have learned that differentiate high impact HR design include:
1. Starting from the outside in by exploring what customers (and investors and communities) value versus
starting HR design with HR roles and responsibilities. Without fully understanding customer requirements
today and tomorrow (and differentiation from competitors), HR solutions may not create sustainable value.
2. Focusing on talent, leadership, AND organization. We see many HR governance models focused exclusively
on “talent” (or enhancing employee experience, the latest incantation of the talent agenda). As noted above,
organization capabilities (culture) has four times the impact on business results than individual competence
(talent), and leaders (leadership at all levels) models talent and shapes culture.
3. Separating HR work by foundational/essential versus strategic/differentiating and separating specialists’
deep insights versus generalists’ rigorous adaptation. Day-to-day essential work almost always gets more
attention. Strategic work requires deep expertise both in the specialty functions of HR and in the ability to
integrate specific functional expertise into solutions for business success. Most organizations that put all HR
skills into a large “agile” pool often do so to try to reduce costs but they actually decrease efficiency and lose
expertise.
4. Ensuring that ultimate accountability for HR outcomes around talent, leadership, and organization rests with
line managers and business leaders. We have suggested that HR professionals are architects who design and
line managers are owners who make final decisions. As good architects, HR professionals provide data to
drive insights that inform decisions and choices of business leaders. At times, as architects, HR professionals
become more aggressive (e.g., following the law or code and creating smart or innovative solutions to business problems), at other times HR professionals facilitate, coach, and design/deliver HR solutions.
Let us emphasize that these recommendation and caveats help design an HR department that will create
efficiency, functional excellence, strategic HR, and outside in value added. But the governance of the HR
department is only one of nine domains for overall HR effectiveness.
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4.5 Organization Capability:
How does HR facilitate the right organization for the business?
STAGES OF HR DEPARTMENT MATURITY
DOMAINS

5: Organization
Capability
How does HR facilitate
the right organization
for the business?

FOUNDATION/
ADMINISTRATIVE
HR clarifies
organizational
roles, rules, and
responsibilities within a
hierarchy
HR delivers organization
role clarity

FUNCTIONAL

HR aligns organizational
systems
HR delivers organization
systems

STRATEGIC

HR helps create the
right organizational
capabilities
HR delivers organizational
capabilities

OUTSIDE-IN
HR helps identify and
embed the required
ecosystem capabilities that
deliver value for external
stakeholders (customers,
investors, communities)
HR delivers the ecosystem for
external stakeholders

As briefly mentioned above (section 1.3), HR delivers individual competence (talent), leaders (leadership at all
levels), and organization capabilities (culture) to create value. As noted, we found (and others confirm), that the
organization has four times the impact on business results than individual talent. So, HR professionals have a
unique obligation and opportunity to help shape the “right” organization not merely for the HR department, but
primarily for the business. As such, HR facilitates the right organization to succeed in the marketplace
To be an organizational architect (or advisor, consultant, authority), HR needs to recognize the evolution of
organization logic and how to create an effective organization. Figure 12 offers an evolution of how to shape an
effective organization that informs effective HR.
• Stage 1 visualizes organization as a hierarchy or bureaucracy. HR’s value added is to clarify roles and rules
with expectations and accountabilities. The focus is often on position descriptions and operating rules for
getting work done.
• Stage 2 envisions the organization as a set of isolated systems (e.g., information, staffing, rewards, etc.)
that need to be connected to strategy and integrated with each other. These organization audits diagnose
organizational health based on the alignment and innovation of these separate systems.
• Stage 3 defines an organization not by hierarchy or systems, but capabilities. A capability represents what
an organization is known for and good at doing, often its identity. These capabilities become the integrating
mechanisms (or “design criteria) for the alignment of systems.
• Stage 4 characterizes an organization as a ecosystem of businesses, each focused on market opportunities,
then connected to each other by sharing experiences with key capabilities. There have been many
names of experiments for this emerging organizational form: network, holocracy, boundaryless, amoeba,
exponential, horizontal, and so forth. In the book Reinventing the Organization, Arthur Yeung and Dave
Ulrich advocated that this emerging Market Oriented Ecosystem (MOE) organization logic synthesizes these
organizational experiments.
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Figure 12: Evolution of Organizational Logic

HR Role in Creating the Market Oriented Ecosystem (MOE)
Instead of being organized by divisions where a chain of command allocates resources, the MOE organization
has a platform of resources (money, people, technology, data) that is dedicated to market opportunities.
Each market opportunity is assigned an independent team (or cell) where employees anticipate customer
requirements and move quickly to respond to them. Historically, this organizational logic might be seen as
holding companies—with a hub and spokes. But the MOE connects the independent teams and platforms into
an ecosystem to share vital information, resources, and expertise to fuel customer obsession, innovation, and
agility. The MOE is a novel way of designing organizations to be both small (agility through independent teams)
and large (economic scale through platforms), innovative (new market insights discovered in market-oriented
teams) and learning (sharing information across teams and platforms).
To reinvent hierarchical, system, or capability-based organizations and create an MOE, we envision HR engaging
in five activities (Figure 13).
Figure 13: HR Activities to Reinvent the (MOE) Organization
Build a Business Case for MOE
Demonstrate that MOE organization delivers value
Define and Audit MOE Dimensions
Articulate and audit the six dimensions of the MOE
Offer Guidance on Governance Processes
Design and facilitate delivery of the six governance processes
Coach, Advise, and Develop MOE Leaders
Specify leadership competencies and investments for MOE
Craft and Implement MOE Transition Plan
Architect and facilitate a reinvention plan for MOE
Playbook: Emerging Trends in HR
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HR Role in Defining and Improving MOE Dimensions
Once business leaders recognize that adapting their organization can help them be more competitive, HR
can help define and audit the firm along the six dimensions that comprise an MOE to determine how well
an organization is prepared for the digital age and where to focus improvement efforts (Figure 15). HR can
facilitate an assessment among senior leaders and with a cross section of other employees using the diagnostic
in Figure 14. The results from this diagnostic offer benchmarks and determine areas for improvement.

Figure 14: Diagnostics for MOE
Dimension

Diagnostic Question: To what extent does my organization...

Environment

• Understand and anticipate the changing contextual and environmental forces shaping
its industry?
• Have a unique point of view about future business trends and response to them?

Strategy

• Have a clear strategy for growth and a pathway for making the strategy happen?
• Focus less on strategic planning and more on strategic agility?
• Focus less on market share and more on market opportunity?

Capability

• Establish key capabilities of around customer obsession, innovation everywhere, and
agility within each cell and throughout the ecosystem?

Morphology

• Develop platforms of resources (money, people, technology, data) that can be allocated
to market opportunities?
• Create cells (or teams) targeted on unique market opportunities?
• Connect independent teams with each other to share information?

Governance

• Design and deliver processes to institutionalize the key capabilities?
• Culture: Does the organization have the right culture?
• Performance accountability: Does the organization have clear and positive
performance accountability for activities and outcomes?
• Idea generation: Does the organization constantly seek new ideas through
experimentation and continuous improvement?
• Talent: Does the organization have the right people with the right skills in the right
roles with the right commitment?
• Information: Does the organization have radical transparency and openly share
information, data, and tools?
• Collaboration: Does the organization know how to work together to make the whole
more than the parts?
• Co-create these governance processes with key customers?

Leadership

• Build leaders and leadership capability that aligns organization culture and leadership
behavior with customer expectations (called leadership brand)?
• Ensure that leaders inspire employees, meet customer promises, and improve investor
confidence?
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Figure 15: Dimensions of MOE Reinvention
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With the framework in Figure 14 and the diagnostic in Figure 15, HR can help create an organization that
succeeds in the marketplace. As agents of organizational effectiveness, HR can guide the MOE transition
process by paying attention to some of these change insights:
• Start small. Rather than change all parts of a large enterprise, focus on a part where progress can
more readily be made. This essentially creates an internal pilot where MOE principles are adapted to
demonstrate their value.
• Assign a transition team. Reinventing an organization requires integrating many functional areas
(marketing, operations, information, finance, HR, etc.). Create an oversight team who plans and monitors
progress. Generally, a future business leader chairs this transition team so that as this leader moves into
more senior organization roles, the MOE agenda moves forward also. As the MOE transition evolves,
increasingly include more people so that they participate in the MOE reinvention.
• Manage dual organization logic. In managing transitions to MOE, both hierarchy, systems, or capabilitybased organizations may exist alongside MOE organizations for a period. This is a bit like the evolution
of products or services such as the iPhone 4, 5, 6, and 7 continuing for a period before the iPhone 8 was
introduced and replaced them.
• Draft a roadmap of the change journey. The transition journey to MOE will include quarterly initiatives
around the six dimensions (see Figure 14) with a focus on the six governance mechanisms. Layer in
changes each quarter so that progress can rapidly be made.
• Learn forward. When some element of the MOE does or does not work, distill lessons learned and move
forward. We have generally found that leaders move too slowly (rather than too quickly) in moving on the
MOE agenda. For example, one of the most common barriers to MOE progress is getting the right people
(and leaders) in the right roles. Often bosses recognize when employees do or do not demonstrate MOErelated skills but wait too long to make a change in those who do not.
Effective HR creates effective organizations – those that succeed in the marketplace. By recognizing legacy
organization logic and by envisioning the emerging organizational species of being market-oriented, HR can
help their business reimagine and reinvent the organization to succeed in the marketplace.
Playbook: Emerging Trends in HR
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4.6 HR Analytics: How can HR access information to make better decisions?
STAGES OF HR DEPARTMENT MATURITY
DOMAINS

6: HR Analytics
How can HR access
information to make
better decisions?

FOUNDATION/
ADMINISTRATIVE
HR focuses on
basic reporting and
benchmarking metrics
HR Scorecards or
Dashboards

FUNCTIONAL

STRATEGIC

HR focuses on metrics to
gain predictive insights
about people and
organization

HR focuses on analytics
to determine which
interventions help
deliver strategy

HR Predictive Analytics

HR Strategic Interventions

OUTSIDE-IN
HR focuses on analytics that
guide which investments
increase value for external
stakeholders (customers,
investors, communities)
HR Guidance for Stakeholder
Value

The movement to improve HR analytics has gained momentum. Yes, HR should encourage evidence-based
(data based) decisions. Yes, HR activities and outcomes should be tracked. Even with these “yes” responses,
there are some common mistakes in the HR analytics, including:
• HR measures what is easy and not what is right.
• HR measures for the sake of measurement without understanding the line manager’s or business needs.
• HR lacks focus on the vital few metrics. When in doubt, HR collects more data.
• There is too much emphasis on process measures and not outcome measures.
• HR focuses on lagging data more than leading data.
• Companies get “lost in the weeds” of the data and lose sight of the big picture. (To avoid this, it is useful for
HR to put context around the data and provide a “narrative” using data.)
• Companies often start with measures not decisions driven by business context, stakeholders (e.g.
customers), and strategy.
In our research, we found that HR professionals who “knew HR analytics” did not have much impact on business
results because they focused their analytics work on HR, not on the business and outside in stakeholders.
Descriptive analytics provide scorecards and dashboards and even insights, but analytics should go beyond
data to information asymmetry.
Information asymmetry implies that the analytics tools give business and HR leaders information that helps
them make decisions and choices so that they succeed in the marketplace. We have envisioned four stages of
HR analytics depicted above, moving from creating scorecards or dashboards to predicting insights based on
big data to strategic interventions to offering guidance for shareholder value (see Figure 16).
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Figure 16: Levels of HR Analytics
Guidance
Collecting information to guide choices that will deliver
valued outcomes (organization guidance system)
Strategic Intervention
Using information to test alternative hypothesis
and interventions (do research)
Insight
Sourcing information that draws on predictive
analytics and trends (have an insights team)
Scorecard/Dashboard
Having information that tracks performance and activities
(have a dashboard)
4.6.1 HR Opportunity to Provide Guidance
Guidance can move analytics to doing the right interventions, not just scorecards or dashboards that describe
what is. Guidance counselors help students determine where they want to go and then make suitable
adjustments in their choices to reach their aspirations. Retirement advisors start by setting retirement goals,
then proposing investment choices to reach those goals. Autonomous vehicles have guidance systems that
go beyond dashboards to figure out where the driver intends to go, then how to best reach this destination.
Organizations offer investors guidance on their upcoming financial results to signal the future.
In each of these (and many other) cases, a guidance system establishes aspirations, then provides information
leading to desired results.
We believe the time has come to create an Organization Guidance System (OGS) that can be used by business
and HR leaders to provide course-correcting to enable more effective organizations. An Organization Guidance
System is a bold ambition. It combines and moves beyond scorecards that report what has happened,
dashboards that offer current information, and predictive analytics that show what might happen into an
integrated guidance system that enables more effective organizations.
HR effectiveness improves by a guidance system that offers assessment/diagnosis; intervention; and precision
navigation.
Assessment/Diagnosis. Any guidance system starts with information that sets a baseline, defines outcomes, and
monitors progress. Assessments can be made in each area:
• Talent: How well do we invest in practices that improve talent and bring people into and move them through the
organization, increasing their commitment and enhancing their work experience?
• Organization: How well do we identify and create the capabilities (e.g., agility/speed, right culture, innovation,
collaboration, efficiency, information asymmetry, etc.) to win in our market?
• Leadership: How well do we invest in creating a leadership brand that ensures our leaders deliver on our
promises to customers?
• HR: How well does our HR department deliver valuable insights for business, customer, and investor outcomes?
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Numerous assessments of these four pathways can now be unified into a set of diagnostics that can be
measured online (for free) to determine their current state (see www.rbl.ai).
Interventions for Improvement. Like the adjustments to missiles, personal careers, autonomous cars, or other
initiatives, the OGS offers insights on how to improve along each of the four pathways. There are literally
thousands of interventions that can be made to improve each pathway (including utilizing the 2,700 HR apps
on the market). For example, to create a stronger leadership brand, organizations could make many initiatives
ranging from relatively simple (e.g., read a book, listen to a TED talk) to moderately demanding (attend a course,
receive coaching) to complex (create a leadership capital index for investors).
An OGS would offer business and HR leaders a menu of choices, each of which has a degree of difficulty to
implement and a relative impact on the desired outcome. From this array of intervention choices, business and
HR leaders can improve organization performance along each of the four paths.
Precision Navigation for Informed Choices. All guidance systems monitor progress and offer adjustment
suggestions in order to reach the desired outcomes. Likewise, an OGS offers ongoing, relevant, real-time, and
actionable information to make better choices for the four pathways. This information comes in Software as
a Service (SaaS) packages where leaders and HR professionals receive timely reports with insights on how to
adapt to meet desired goals. This precision navigation helps leaders know when they are getting off target and
how to adjust to deliver sustainable impact.
4.6.2 Towards an HR Guidance System
One of the four pathways for the overall Organization Guidance System is HR, and the extent to which HR work
delivers valued outcomes. The logic of this HR guidance is shown in Figure 17.
• Column 1 represents the 9 domains for HR effectiveness that we have identified in this playbook based on
our research and experience.
• Column 2 reports the mean scores from a survey given to employees throughout an organization about
how the HR department scores on each of these nine domains. This survey rates the extent to which the
domain focuses on foundational (score of 1) to functional to strategic to outside (score of 10) work.
• Column 3 reports the overall mean for each of these nine dimensions. These three columns offer a
traditional audit of an HR department. Based on the scores, the HR leaders can build on their strengths
or overcome their weaknesses as compared to their personal and global norm scores. This HR audit and
improvement plan provides a scorecard, dashboard, insight, and even interventions for HR improvement.
• Columns 4 (employee), 5 (business), 6 (customer), and 7 (investor) move this analytics to guidance. We
collect data on how well the organization is managing each of these four outcomes (employee well-being
and productivity, business strategic and financial results, customer net promotor score and market share,
and investor reputation and intangibles). Then, using regression analysis, we can identify the relative
impact of each of the 9 domains on each of these four outcomes. This weighting moves beyond descriptive
assessment to guidance direction. With this result, the business and HR leaders can focus on the domains
with the most impact on outcomes they care most about. For example, if an organization is very focused
on investor results, this guidance column (column 7) would highlight the relative impact of each of the 9 HR
domains on delivering investor results. Assume that domain 5 (organization capability) scores the highest
on investor results (let’s say 30% out of the 100 total in column 7). With this information, leaders could put
more attention on domain 5 (see above) and work to create the right organization capabilities.
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Similar analyses can be done about talent, leadership, and organization (the other pathways in an overall
Organization Guidance System). We are VERY excited about analytics moving from dashboards, scorecards,
insights, and interventions to guidance. This information asymmetry from such a guidance system will inform
choices and investments to help leaders deliver outcomes that matter most to them.
Figure 17: Summary Chart of HR Guidance System
These columns (4 to 7) are 4 regressions, each with
the four outcome variables as dependent variables.
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HR Analytics Summary:
HR effectiveness improves dramatically when analytics is less about a tool, but more about information
asymmetry that informs decisions. This information asymmetry increases when moving from scorecards to
dashboards to interventions to guidance. The Organization Guidance System ensures an on going improvement
effort for investing in talent, leadership, organization, and HR.
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4.7 HR Practices: How can we create and deploy HR practices?
STAGES OF HR DEPARTMENT MATURITY
FOUNDATION/
ADMINISTRATIVE

DOMAINS

7: HR Practices
How do we create and
deploy HR practices?

HR practices are
designed for efficiency
HR delivers essential work

FUNCTIONAL

STRATEGIC

OUTSIDE-IN

HR practices utilize the
latest research and
industry practices

HR practices are
designed to accomplish
the business strategy

HR delivers leading edge
practices

HR delivers practices to
enable strategy

HR practices are designed
based on expectations
of external stakeholders
(customers, investors,
communities)
HR delivers HR solutions that
benefit external stakeholders

“HR” often refers to the HR department and people who work in HR, but it ultimately is rooted in the practices of
HR. HR practices refer to the processes, systems, tools, programs, initiatives, procedures, policies, techniques,
and/or methodologies that shape HR work. While there are a number of typologies that categorize the array of
HR practices, we cluster HR practices into four domains as shown in Figure 18.
Figure 18: Four Domains of HR Practices

Performance

• Set standards

• Buy

• Boost

• Build

• Bounce

• Ensure consequences
• financial
• non-financial

• Borrow

• Bind

• Do feedback

People

HR Practices

Build communication plan
• Top down • Outside in

• Restructure organization
• Re-engineer work process
• Manage teams
• Architect physical setting

Communication

• Bottom up • Side to side

Work

• Inside out

People refers to practices that affect the flow of talent into, through, and out of the organization;
Performance related HR practices shape how employees perform through appraisal and reward systems; HR
Communication practices are about sharing information in all directions; and Work related HR practices refer
to the ways to coordinate work.
Each of these HR practices may be designed independently, as an isolated system or they may be integrated
into a system solution. In recent years, the bundles or solutions of HR practices may be designed and delivered
to make strategy happen. Moving to an outside in logic, each individual HR practice may be used to drive
external stakeholder value. For example,
• People: an organization hires and develops people whose thoughts and actions are consistent with
customer and investor promises.
• Performance: the criteria and metrics for performance link directly to the promises made to customers and
investors.
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• Communication: messages shared to employees are the same as those shared with customers.
• Work: workforce policies and organization design choices are shaped so that customers and investors have
more confidence in the organization.
We have shown that leadership effectiveness comes when it is consistent with the organization’s identity or
brand in the marketplace (see the book Leadership Brand) and when the quality of leadership is part of the
investor decision process (see the book Leadership Capital Index). We have looked at the bundle of HR practices
in organizational capabilities that customers value as the “right” culture (the internal culture that reflects the
brand promises to customers) and intangibles that investors value (see the book Why the Bottom Line Isn’t).
This outside in versus inside out approach to HR work is captured in Figure 19. The top arrows demonstrate
a pathway starting with the environmental context (including customers, investors, and communities) that
shapes HR practices, e.g., we promise customers innovation, so HR will hire, train, compensate, communicate,
and organize to deliver innovation. The bottom arrows demonstrate a pathway starting with the internal
organization actions and core competencies, then leverages these competencies to enter new markets, for
example, Disney has HR practices that create guest experience and entertainment so they move from theme
parks to cruise boats to leverage these core competencies.
While the inside out and outside in approaches complement each other, it is helpful to know where to start.
Our initial work started by thinking inside out with our first book being Organization Capability: Competing from
the Inside out. But, over time, we have pivoted to start from the outside in with the more recent book HR from
the Outside In.
Using outside in criteria for HR practices moves them from “nice to do” to “critical pathways” for organization
success. When HR practices are designed and delivered to deliver customer, investor, and community value,
they help all stakeholders succeed.
Figure 19: Outside/In versus Inside/Out Approach to HR practices

Outside In
• Value defined by receiver
• Begin with the end in mind

Environmental
Context

HR Work Practices

Internal actions

Inside Out
• Leverage core competencies
• Build on your strengths
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4.8 HR Professionals:
What do HR professionals need to be, know, and do to be effective?
STAGES OF HR DEPARTMENT MATURITY
DOMAINS
8: HR Professionals
What do HR
professionals need to
be, know, and do to be
effective?

FOUNDATION/
ADMINISTRATIVE
HR professionals are
administrators
Trusted operators

FUNCTIONAL

STRATEGIC

OUTSIDE-IN

HR professionals
are experts in their
respective disciplines

HR professionals
understand and delivery
the business strategy

Trusted experts

Credible partners

HR professionals
understand and promote
the expectations of external
stakeholders (customers,
investors, communities)
Engaged business partners

When people think about “human resources” they often refer to HR professionals they have known. There are
more than half a million HR professionals in the United States, and millions worldwide. Through alliances and
affiliation with the World Federation of Personnel Management Associations (WFPMA), over 90 countries have
HR professional associations committed to improving the abilities of HR professionals. These associations
sponsor research, publish insights, create professional networks, and offer conferences designed to help their
members improve both professionally and personally.
Just as HR departments have evolved along the four stages of HR maturity, so too have the competencies
required of HR professionals. The image of being an effective HR professional has morphed from being a
trusted operator who administered policies to an expert with insights into the specific HR practices areas
identified in section 4.7 to a credible partner who understands and helps deliver strategic goals to a fully
engaged business partner who creates value from the outside in as discussed in Section 2. Underlying each of
these stages of HR maturity are a set of HR competencies.
4.8.1 Evolution of HR Competencies. For over 30 years, and over 7 rounds, the University of Michigan and the
RBL Group have collected data on the competencies of HR professionals. Each of the seven rounds represents a
cross section of the HR profession and the status of HR competencies. These high-level results of these studies
are reported in Figure 20.
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Figure 20: Competencies of HR Professionals over 30 Years and 7 Rounds

Michigan, RBL, and many global partners over the seven rounds
HR competency studies

Round 1
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Figure 19 offers many insights on the evolution of how to be an effective HR professional.
1. Each of the seven rounds are independent, in that they represent a cross section of HR professionals (HR
Participants) who rate themselves on competencies and Associate raters who rate them. The seven rounds
of data collection include a total of over 90,000 total respondents.
2. In the research, we had between 120 and 140 specific competencies (knowledge, skill, and ability) of HR professionals. In each round we changed about 30 to 40% of these individual competence items. The new specific competencies were identified with research partners (leading HR associations) from around the world. To
see patterns, we performed factor analysis to organize these items into competence domains.
3. Over the 7 rounds, the factor analyses showed an increase in the complexity of HR competencies. In 1987,
we found three domains: business knowledge, HR delivery, and management of change. In 1992, we found
4 domains, then 5 domains in 1997, then ultimately 9 domains in 2016. Being a competent HR professional
has become increasingly complex, with some of the recent competencies (analytics designer and interpreter;
technology and social media integrator) reflecting how HR competencies reflect general business trends.
Competencies for HR professionals have evolved with changing business conditions.
4. In Figure 19, we report the mean scores on the domains in each round for all the respondents (HR Participants and Associate Raters). The pattern is very clear for all competence domains: HR professionals have
dramatically improved over the last 30 years as shown by these score differences between 1987 and 2016:
a. Business: 4.13 – 3.17 = .96
b. HR delivery: 4.02 – 3.33 = .69
c. Change: 4.01-3.65 = .37
d. Personal proficiency (1992): 4.33-3.78 = .55
These are dramatic improvements in the overall competence for HR professionals. If a company had this kind
of leap in employee engagement scores, they would be overjoyed!
While individual experiences may differ, our data clearly shows that HR professionals have become more
competent over the last 30 years.
4.8.2 Seventh round of HR Competencies. In the seventh round of the HR Competency Study (HRCS), with
about 32,000 respondents, we identified 9 competence domains for HR professionals (see Figure 21). In this
research we found that there are three core drivers to be an effective HR professionals (see Figure 21 for this
rationale).
• Strategic Positioners: Business success comes when we can effectively translate business strategy into
the right employee actions. HR professionals who help the organization effectively translate strategy into
action must first be competent Strategic Positioners – i.e., they must have and apply knowledge of business
context and strategy. HR professionals who are strategic positioners are able to accurately set the agenda
for action within the organization by helping people point in the right direction.
• Credible Activists: In addition to pointing people in the right direction, however, HR professionals must
also be Credible Activists - i.e., they must have relationships of trust and influence with key people within
the organization. Credible activists are able to get people moving in the required direction. Thus, strategic
positioners set the direction and credible activists actually get people moving in that direction. Both of
these competencies are critical for driving performance.
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• Paradox Navigator: Paradox Navigators have the ability to navigate the many embedded tensions in
business operations (e.g., long-term vs. short-term focus, centralized vs. decentralized operations, internal
vs. external focus, etc.). HR professionals are constantly wrestling with embedded tensions that must be
resolved in some circumstances and cultivated in other circumstances in order to help the business move
forward. Wisely navigating these many embedded tensions becomes one of the central challenges for
modern HR professionals. This means that HR professionals need to know when to encourage divergent
thinking and when to encourage convergent thinking.
Three of the nine HR competence domains focus on HR’s role in a more strategic orientation:
• Culture and Change Champion: Able to make change happen and to weave change initiatives into culture
change.
• Human Capital Curator: Able to manage the flow of talent by developing people and leaders, driving
individual performance, and building technical talent.
• Total Reward Steward: Able to manage employee well-being through financial and non-financial rewards.
Three of the nine HR competence domains emphasize foundation enablers that focus on tactical delivery.
• Technology and Media Integrator: Able to use technology and social media to create high-performing
organizations.
• Analytics Designer and Interpreter: Able to use analytics to improve decision-making.
• Compliance Manager: Able to manage the processes related to compliance by following and implementing
regulatory guidelines. Each of these nine HR competency domains is important for the performance of HR
professionals. In more fine-grained analysis, however, we see that some competencies seem more critical
for certain stakeholders. For example, creating value for internal stakeholders such as line managers and
employees requires being a credible activist. Creating value for external stakeholders such as investors and
external customers, however, requires being a strategic positioner.
Figure 21: Nine Competence Domains for HR Professionals Based on the Seventh Round of HR Competency Study

Strategic Enablers

Core Drivers

Foundation Enablers
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4.8.3 Impact of HR Competencies on Key Outcomes. Since the goal is not to “have” an HR competence,
but to discover which HR competencies deliver key outcomes, we focused the study on the impact of key
competencies on three core outcomes:
• Personal effectiveness: Which HR competencies affect how others perceive an HR professional doing his or her
job?
• Customer and investor impact: How much does an HR professional’s competence impact customers and
investors?
• Business results: How do HR competencies determine business results?
Our overall findings are summarized in Figure 22. This figure shows that to be personally effective, the most
important competence is credible activist; to impact customers and investors, the most important competence
is strategic positioner; and to deliver business results, the most important competence is paradox navigator.
Figure 21 illustrates the logic and value of the overall guidance system discussed in section 4.6.1 above
(and Figure 17). The focus of HR competence work is not just on the competence, but on the impact of the
competence on key outcomes. Knowing the relative impact of the nine HR competence domains, efforts to
upgrade HR to become more personally effective, impact customer and investors, and deliver business results
may focus on the specific competencies that are most relevant.
Figure 22: Relative Impact of HR Competencies on Key Outcomes

Outcomes of HR Competencies
What is the relevant impact (dividing 100 points) of HR competencies on these outcomes?
Stakeholders

Personal

Competence domain

effectiveness

External Customer

Investor

Business results

Credible Activist

19.3

11.7

10.2

10.5

Strategic Positioner

14.5

19.2

20.5

14.2

Paradox Navigator

11.7

11.3

11.1

18.9

Culture and Change Champion

14.2

14.2

13.7

10.9

Human Capital Curator

13.1

12.5

13.1

9.0

Rewards Steward

6.2

6.4

10.2

8.4

Compliance Manager

7.9

7.1

7.2

6.7

Analytics Designer and Interpreter

8.2

10.0

11.4

8.8

Technology and Media Integrator

4.9

6.6

6.5

4.2

100%

100%

100%

100%

Total

As the expectations on HR to deliver value to all stakeholders increases, HR professionals must have the
competencies to meet those expectations. The research we have done on HR Competencies demonstrates
what HR professionals should be, know, and do to be effective.
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4.9 HR Work Style: How does HR go about doing its work?
STAGES OF HR DEPARTMENT MATURITY
DOMAINS
9: HR Relationships
How does HR go about
doing its work?

FOUNDATION/
ADMINISTRATIVE

FUNCTIONAL

HR works in functional
silos to improve
processes

HR works as an
integrated team of
experts

HR individual contributors

HR team players

STRATEGIC
HR collaborates with
business leaders
HR as members of
business teams

OUTSIDE-IN
HR builds relationships
with external stakeholders
(customers, investors,
communities)
HR as stakeholder partners

Many seek HR role clarity in governing the HR department (see section 4.4 above): who will do what work
(centers of expertise, embedded HR, shared services, outsourced work, or corporate functions)? This often leads
to a RACI (Responsible, Accountable, Consulted, Informed) decision discussion to clarify roles and expectations.
Yet, even having clear roles will not be effective if the relationships between individuals are not working well.
In over 40 years of marriage, my wife and I have never sat down and done a RACI on our family tasks. We have
formed a relationship that lets us move quickly to accomplishing tasks without formal role clarity.
Maybe the right HR organization is less about roles and more about relationships. Instead of seeking role
clarity, maybe we need to pursue relationship upgrades by discovering common goals, being positive with each
other, responding to bids, sharing dreams, and working better together. HR relationships both within the HR
community and between HR and others (employees, business leaders, customers, investors) have evolved from HR
professionals being see as individual contributors to team players to members of the business team to full partners.
Many have studied what makes relationships work better in friendships, couples, families, and communities.
For example, John Gottman, a relationship scholar, has been able to predict with over 90 percent accuracy
confidence which couples will stay together. His research is summarized in Figure 23 as six keys to an effective
relationship.
Figure 23: Six Keys to an Effective Relationship
Keys to an effective
relationship
Share a common
purpose
Respect differences
Govern, accept,
connect
Care for others
Share experiences

Some specific behaviors of an effective relationship
Find that you are better together than apart, being part of a community accomplishes
more than being alone.
Express appreciation for what is good and right more than criticism for what is not
right (20:1 positive to negative ratio in a couple; 5:1 in a team).
Manage expectations: 60+% of problems in marriage are not solved, but managed.
Manage decision rights and agree about how decisions get made.
Be delighted in the other person’s success; celebrate successes and embrace the
other in failure; spend time together.
Respond to bids (87% of bids are responded to in successful relationships).
Turn to each other not away; built emotional bank account.
Have shared meaning you strive for.

Grow together

Learn from the past, but don’t be stuck in it; focus on the future and what can be
(feed forward).
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Drawing on his research about relationships, these six principles may be applied to HR operating models to
ensure that HR works together both within the HR department and between HR and others in the organization.
4.9.1 Share a common purpose. Each role in HR has unique expertise (service centers with technologydriven efficiency, centers of expertise with specialized HR insights, embedded HR with business insights). The
challenge is to find a unifying purpose that brings together these different parts into a greater whole. This
binding purpose may be business performance (strategic HR), employee well-being, or improved customer or
investor value (outside in HR).
4.9.2 Respect differences. Clearly, different parts of the HR operating model focus on different activities,
with HR service centers emphasizing standardized, consistent, and cost-efficient solutions, and embedded
HR generalists working to create tailored HR solutions for unique business requirements. Embedded HR
professionals define the talent, leadership, and cultural requirements to deliver business goals. When these
different groups respect each other, focus on what is right more than what is wrong, and yield to the influence
of the other, they are more able to form relationships that supersede their separate roles.
4.9.3 Govern, accept, and connect. In building relationships, the processes used to govern will often be
more important than the solutions. For example, managing decision rights is less about who decides now and
more about a process for knowing who decides because the decision right may vary over time. Governing
relationships means learning to negotiate and discuss and managing differences with calmness, curiosity, and
caring that helps build connection among HR parts.
4.9.4 Care for the other HR employees in different parts of the operating model should care for each other.
Each part should be confident that HR transaction work will be done on time and accurately. Centers of
expertise need to be trusted that they will not impose answers but collaborate to discover innovative solutions.
Embedded HR professionals need to be able to accurately diagnose current and future business problems.
Trust in the HR function should be high due to each area being predictable, dependable, available, accessible,
and consistent. Likewise, HR’s work with non-HR groups of employees overall or business leaders should show
respect by building on trust.
4.9.5 Share experiences together. Any relationship matures through shared experiences. Sharing experiences
increases understanding, builds bonds, and establishes collegiality. Forging relationships both within HR
and between HR and others may come from career rotation, group problem solving task forces, celebrating
successes, and diagnosing and solving problems.
4.9.6 Grow together. Relationships evolve by growing together. Growing together means recognizing progress
in shared purpose of delivering sustainable business value, when differences are respected, when governance is
managed, when caring occurs, and when HR professionals share experiences, then HR will likely sustain its growth.
These six dimensions of an effective relationship may become an operating charter for how HR professionals
work both with one another and others. Role clarity matters for HR to be effective (see section 4.4), but
relationship rapport matters even more. Even people with ill-defined roles may function well in the short term if
the relationship works well. But without positive relationships, even clearly defined roles may not operate well.
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4.10 Summary of HR domains * HR maturity
Improving HR effectiveness is not just about redesigning the HR department, but about building an overall HR
effectiveness blueprint. This blueprint has nine domains where HR can focus and four stages of HR maturity.
This overall HR effectiveness grid is summarized in Figure 24.
Figure 24: Overview of Nine HR Domains and Four Stages of HR Maturity

STAGES OF HR DEPARTMENT MATURITY
DOMAINS

FOUNDATION/
ADMINISTRATIVE

FUNCTIONAL

STRATEGIC

OUTSIDE-IN

1: HR Reputation
What is HR known for?

HR Compliance

HR Functional Excellence

Strategic HR

HR Outside In

2: HR Customers
Who are HR’s
customers?

We are employee
champions

We are advisers to
managers

We are strategists

We are business proponents

3: HR Purpose
What is our HR mission?
Why do we exist?

We exist to do the basics
well

We exist to design and
deliver innovative HR
practices

We exist to partner with
business leaders to help
make strategy happen

We exist to add business
value that impacts external
stakeholders

4: HR Design
How is the HR
department organized?

HR is an efficient
organization

HR offers specialized
solutions

HR organizes to match
business organization

HR organizes to build market
value

5: Organization
Capability
How does HR facilitate
the right organization
for the business?

HR delivers organization
role clarity

HR delivers organization
systems

HR delivers organizational
capabilities

HR delivers the ecosystem for
external stakeholders

6: HR Analytics
How can HR access
information to make
better decisions?

HR Scorecards or
Dashboards

HR Predictive Analytics

HR Strategic Interventions

HR Guidance for Stakeholder
Value

7: HR Practices
How do we create and
deploy HR practices?

HR delivers essential work

HR delivers leading edge
practices

HR delivers practices to
enable strategy

HR delivers HR solutions that
benefit external stakeholders

8: HR Professionals
What do HR
professionals need to
be, know, and do to be
effective?

Trusted operators

Trusted experts

Credible partners

Engaged business partners

9: HR Relationships
How does HR go about
doing its work?

HR individual contributors

HR team players

HR as members of
business teams

HR as stakeholder partners
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CONCLUSION
The evolution of HR continues. This evolution builds on how HR creates value and has pivoted to an outside
in perspective. To deliver value from the outside in requires looking at nine domains of an effective HR
department at four HR maturity levels. With this logic in place, HR will continue to evolve to deliver even more
value to all stakeholders through talent, leadership, and organization.
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